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Abstract
The p limits with respect to ballooning and Mercier stability have been calculated for 4-period He-

liac-like stellarators using the TERPSICHORE code. We compare the results for Heliacs with two types

of the magnetic field symmetry: 1. the magnetic field strength has quasihelically symmetric structure; 2.

the magnetic field strength depends mainly on the toroidal coordinate on each magnetic surface corre-

sponding to a quasi-mirror symmetric system. The Mercier criterion is stable in the both cases at the

level of 4o/o, bttt the B limit with respect to ballooning modes in the quasi-mirror case is 3 times higher

than in the quasihelically symmetric case and equals to 37o.
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1. Introduction
In this work, we explore the local stability limit

which is defined by the value of F:2<p> / <82>,
where (p) and (82) correspond to the volume

averaged plasma pressure and volume averaged mag-

netic energy density, respectively. We look for the con-

figurations which are stable with respect to the Mercier

and ballooning modes at the maximal value of B.

Our main tools will be the three dimensional (3D)

ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) codes VMEC [1]
and TERPSICHORE [2]. Here the magnetic configu-

rations are defined via the shape of the boundary mag-

netic surface. We try to reduce the spectrum of the

Fourier modes defining our boundary surface in the cy-

lindrical coordinates to obtain a compact model for the

optimization tasks. This spectrum is used as input to the

VMEC equilibrium code (fixed boundary version) and

then the equilibrium configuration is submitted to the

TERPSICHORE stability code. Using the TERPSI-

CHORE code, we can see for which value of B the

Mercier criterion is stable (positive) and also too for

which B the sign of the ballooning eigenvalue becomes

unstable (positive). The TERPSICHORE code per-

forms the transition to the special Boozer magnetic co-

ordinates. The information about the spectrum of the

magnetic field strength in Boozer coordinates can pre-

dict the behaviour of a given configuration from the

point ofview ofthe neoclassical losses [3].
Here we are interested in 4-period systems with

nonplanar magnetic axes. This allows us the possibility

to compare the results and predictions with those of
HSX [4], TJ-II [5], HHHS [6]. Among the different

4-period stellarators we select Heliac{ike cases.

We mean by the term "Heliac" the configuration

where the magnetic surface cross-sections rotates simul-

taneously with the principal normal with respect to the

magnetic axis. In Heliac systems, the flux surface cross

sectional shape is vertically elongated at the beginning

(the point of the maximal curvature of the magnetic
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axis, f :0) and at the middle of the system period.
The "Helias,' magnetic configuration corresponds

to the system in which the magnetic surface cross_sec-
tions lags behind the principal normal with respect to
the magnetic axis. In Helias systems, the flux surface
cross sectional shape is vertically elongated at the be_
ginning of the system period and horizontally elongated
at the midperiod position. Such definitions of Heliac
and Helias differ from the definitions used in [7_9].

The accuracy of the quasi-symmetry condition in
different systems can be characterised by the ratio X of
the dominant helical Fourier component of the mag_
netic field strength in Boozer coordinates to the maxi_
mal Fourier component that violates the syrnmetry
evaluated at the plasma boundary. In our work we ex_
plore the Heliac{ike configurations with two different
directions of quasisymmetry. In the quasihelically sym_
metric configuration (eHS), the dominant mode of the
magnetic field strengh spectrum per period is (1,1). In
the quasi-mirror s)rmmetric stellarator confisuration
(QMS), which is a quasisymmetrical analoguJ of the
linked-mirror stellarator, the dominant mode of the
magnetic spectrum per period is (0,1). The configura_
tions which are close to one of the two types mentioned
above were previously discussed in many articles (for
QMS see, e.g [10-L3l,for eHS- [4,141 ).

Ballooning modes that are strongly localised im_
pose the most restrictive limits in Heliac-like configura_
tions. The ballooning modes with such localised struc_
ture have been found in 3D configurations both for or_
dinary stellarators [15] and advanced stellarators with
spatial magnetic axes. For the quasi-symmetric stellara_
tors HSX and MHH2, the B value limit imposed by bal_
looning mode stability is around 1,"/" 14,16l. In this ar_
ticle, we attempt to increase the B value by optimising
the plasma boundary shape. We have found that this
optimisation leads to a change in the direction of lines
B:const on magnetic surfaces.

Our article consists of two main sections where we
describe the local stability for eHS (Sec.2) and for
QMS (Sec.3) systems.

2. Local Stabitity of the Ouasiheticalty
Symmetric Heliac

Figure 1 displays three magnetic surface cross_sec_
tions of the QHS Heliac at the beginning, at the quarter
and at the middle of the system period.

The magrretic field spectrum has the ratio X equal
to 3. The Mercier criterion calculations with the TER_
PSICHORE code were first presented in [17]. The
P:4% limit with respect to Mercier modes is quite

Fig. 1 Flux surface cross-sections for the optimised
4-period quasihelically symmetric Heliac with
fl=+o/o 1q=g - beginning of the period, g= nlg - one
quarter of the period, q= n/4 - middle of the
period).
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Fig.2 The ballooning eigenvalues profiles as a function of
the radial variable s for a 4-period quasihelically
symmetric Heliac. The cases with volume average Bof 0.986% (dotted line) and 2.98% (solid tine) are
shown.

high compared udth other 4-periods system. High Mer_
cier stability for Heliac{ike stellarators was predicted
from the paraxial estimations.

Here we show also the ballooning eigenvalue as a
function of the plasma radius (Fig. 2) corresponding to
the most unstable field line on each flux surface. These
lines pass through the outer edge of each surface
(0-g:0). The B limit with respect to ballooning
modes equals to lo/o. Therefore, the B limit with respect
to Mercier modes is 4 times higher than with respect to
ballooning modes for the eHS Heliac. The ballooning
instability is driven by the large normal curvature of the
magnetic force field lines, which is a characteristic fea_
ture of the Heliac-like svsrems.
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3. Local stability of the Ouasi-Mirror Heliac

Starting with the boundary obtained from the

paraxial approximation, we could get a QHS Heliac

with rather high Mercier stability. Now we continue the

optimisation of Heliac-like stellarators with respect to

the B limit imposed by ballooning modes' We use as an

initial point of our optimisation the boundary of the

QHS Heliac. We choose to vary the VMEC input

boundary modes that describe the plasma shape as the

means for increasing the ballooning stability limit' The

conservation of the quasihelical symmetry in our con-

figuration does not permit an increase in the ballooning

plasma pressure limit. Thus, we do not impose con-

straints or restrictions on the magnetic field strength as

we vary the plasma shaPing.

As a result of this optimisation, we obtain a He-

liac{ike magnetic configuration with large triangularity,

elongation and bumpiness (Fig. 3). The shear is larger

than in the QHS configuration. The rotational trans-

forms l profile for the QHS case is almost constant'

t:1.60. For the new case' I changes from 1'45 on the

axis to 1.70 on the boundary.

The ballooning mode limit for the new configura-

tion approaches the level of B=3o/", almost 3 times

higher than for the QHS Heliac (Fig. a)' The calcula-

tions were performed with a prescribed parabolic

plasma pressure profile. The variation of the plasma

pressure profile does not seem to significantly alter the

value of the ballooning mode limit.

The magnetic field spectrum displays a new type of

symmetry. The dominant component in the spectrum is

the (0,L) correponding to that of a linked mirror system

(Fig. 5). Therefore, this new configuration can be

Flux surface cross-sections for the optimised

4-period quasimirror Heliac with P=3'02y" (V1O -

beginning of the period, q= n/8 - one quarter of the

period, q= n/4 - middle of the period)'
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Fig.4 The ballooning eigenvalue profiles as a function of

the radial variable s in a 4-period quasimirror Heliac

for the cases with volume average B of 3'02% (solid

line), 3.347o (dotted line).

Fig.5 The magnetic field spectrum in Boozer coordinates

for a 4-period quasimirror Heliac. Only the 4 leading

components of field strength (except the (0'0) com-

ponent) versus the radial variable are shown' These

components are: (1,1), (1,0), (0,2)' (0,1)' The ratio X

equals 4.5. In this case p=3'02o/o' The spectrum de-

oends weakly on the B value for the boundary

chosen to realise the magnetic configuration'

referred to as a quasi-mirror stellarator (QMS)' The

ratio X for the QMS equats to 4.5 and it is possible to

hope for reduced neoclassical losses in this system too'

It is very interesting that the same character of the mag-

netic field spectrum was obtained recently in a Helias-

like 5-period stellarator [18]. It demonstrates that stel-

larators with very different geometry of the magnetic

surface shapes can have almost the same spectra of the

magnetic field strength. The Mercier criterion for the

QMS Heliac is shown in Fig. 6. For Mercier modes, the

B limit equals to 4% is determined by Mercier criterion

value near the edge. The spikes are not taken into ac-

count.
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Fig.6 The Mercier criterion as a function of the radial
variable s for a 4-period quasimirror Heliac. The
cases with volume average B of 3.02% (dotted line)
and 4.160/o (solid line) are shown.

4. Conclusions
We have investigated the local ideal MHD stability

properties of a 4-period quasisymmetric Heliac_like
stellarator with the TERPSICHORE code. Our aim
was to numerically optimise the B limit with respect to
Mercier and ballooning stability. We have also tried to
control the differgnt types of quasisymmetry conditions
with moderate levels of accuracy.

As a result, two quasisymmetric Heliac{ike con_
figurations were found. The Heliac with quasihelical
symmetry in the magnetic field strength spectrum is
stable with respect to Mercier modes up to B:4o1o.
Ballooning modes impose a more restrictive limit, B=
l"/", for this Mercier stability optimised configuration.

To improve the ballooning stability in the Heliac,
we needed to relax the constraint of quasihelical sym_
metry. As a result of the optimisation, a Heliac with
linked-mirror symmetry, the quasimirror configuration
(QMS), was found which is stable with respect to the
ballooning modes up to B:3%. The Mercier criterion
for the QMS is stable (positive) at a level ot B:4%.
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